first \S 1, the out line of known results in this space is explained. Introducing an infinitesimal transformation, then LIE derivatives of various geometric objects are obtained in \S 2. Next, \S 3 is devoted to define infinitesimal motions and to find the conditions for which the space admits the infinitesimal motions. And (1) A. KAWAGUCHI: Geometry in an $n\cdot dimensional$ space with arc length $s=J^{\cdot}[\Lambda ix^{\prime/i}+B]^{1}/pdt$ , Trans. A.M.S., 44 (1938) , 153-167. (2) K. YANO: Groups of transformations in generalized spaces, Akademia Press Co. Ltd., Tokyo (1949 
And $RIC_{\vee}^{\gamma}I$ and BIANCnI'S identities are
Moreover we can prove the following identities: 
Consider an arbitrary vector
, then we see from (7) and (15) $X\omega_{j}^{i}v^{j}=X\delta v^{i}-\delta Xv^{i}=\delta\xi_{j}^{i}v^{j}+\Delta_{l}?v^{i}-\delta\Delta v^{i}$ from which we get (12), too.
On the other hand, we see easily from (1)
$x_{\omega^{i}}=X\Gamma_{j}^{i}dx^{j}$ , $X_{\iota U_{j}^{i}}=(X\Gamma_{jk}^{i}+X\Gamma_{k}^{h}C_{jh}^{i})dx^{k}+XC_{jk^{\iota)^{k}}}^{i}$ .
Comparing the last equations with (12) and (13), we know
Moreover the expressions (19) can be rewritten without difficulty into
$XC_{jk}^{i}=\Delta C_{jk}^{i}-\xi^{i}{}_{\iota}C_{jk}^{l}+C_{lk}^{i}\xi_{j}^{l}+C_{jl}^{i}\xi_{k}^{l}$ .
D. In order to find LIE derivatives of various curvature tensors, let us consider the deformed curvature tensors constructed with the deformed parameters of connections:
where we must remember (6) 
then we obtain the following expressions of LIE derivatives of curvature tensors, in virtue of RICCI and BIANOIII $S$ identities (3) and (4) and the equations (17) and (19); (17) and (21), (26) $\frac{1}{2}X^{*}R_{jkl}^{i}-X\Gamma_{k}^{\iota_{l*}}\prime B_{jhl}^{i}=0,$ $X^{*}B_{jkl}^{i}+X\Gamma_{k}^{b}P_{jhl}^{i}=0,$ $XP_{jkl}^{i}=0$ .
From the second,
And the third gives no condition, for it holds identically. (26) and (27) are moreover not independent of each others, that is,
follows from $x_{J_{j}^{i}},=0$ . (26) and (27) are therefore reduced to $X^{*}R_{jkl}^{i}=0,$ $X^{*}B_{jkl}^{i}=0$ and $XP_{jkl}^{i}=0$ . But these are still not independent.
On the reason of $XR_{hkl}^{i}x^{\prime h}=XK_{kl}^{i}$
and (21), $\cdot X^{*}R_{jkl}^{i}=0$ is reduced to $XR_{jkl}^{i}\cdot=0$ and $XK_{jk}^{l}=0$ is neglegible. From (16) it follows that $XC_{jl/k}^{i}-(XC_{jl}^{i})_{k}=X\Gamma_{hL}^{l}C_{jl}^{h}-X\Gamma_{jk}^{h}C_{hl}^{l}-X\Gamma_{lk}^{h}C_{jh}^{i}-X\Gamma_{k}^{h}C_{fl.(h)}^{t}$ and then $XC_{jl/k}^{i}=0$ . And also since $X^{*}B_{jkl}^{i}=XB_{jkl}^{i}-XC_{jl/k}^{i}$ , then $X^{*}B_{jkl}^{i}=0$ is neglegible. Therefore, instead of (26) and (27); the integrability conditions of $x_{co_{j}^{i}}=0$ and (23) and (24) 
Repeating this process, we can see that LIE derivatives of all curvature tensors and their covariant derivatives of two kinds must be all equal to zero. Hence we have the Theorem II. In order that this space admits an infinitesimal C'-motim, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a positive integer $N$ such that the first $N$ sets of the equations (28), (29) From (4) and (16) it follows that (31) $XK_{jk/l}^{i}=0$ , and $XK_{jk,(l)}^{i}=XR_{ljk}^{i}=0$ .
Repeating this process, we can see that LIE derivatives of tensor $K_{fk}^{i}$ and its covariant derivatives by $x^{i}$ and its partial derivatives by $x^{\prime i}$ must be all equal to zero. Hence we have the (3) X $B_{fkl}^{i}=(XF_{jk}^{i})_{*}(\iota)$ can be verified. $Althoug\acute{\downarrow}$ ? this must require some difficult calculation, lemma II in \S 4 gives to tbis easily proof.
(4) It can be seen from (4) and lemma II in \S 4 that $XK_{jk}^{i}=0$ is equivalent to $XR_{jkl}^{i}=0$ .
Theorem III. In order that this space admits an $infinitesi7nd$ affine collineation, it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a positive integer $N$ , such that the first $N$ sets of the equations (30) 
We can easily verify that these $\Gamma^{i}$ and $C_{jk}^{\tau_{i}}$ satisfy our conditions [I] 
